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Purpose

See: Sort paper

Sort paper CoSc 320, Data Structures

The sort paper is due in two parts – the preliminary paper is due in Assignment 9, and the final paper is due in
Assignment 14. See Assignment 9 for the setup details for LaTeX and RStudio. This document is the specification
for the paper content.

1. Purpose of the paper
The purpose of the paper is:

! To take performance data on the insertion sort, selection sort, heap sort, merge sort, and quick sort as a
function of the number of values sorted.

! To do a least squares curve fit on the data with an n2 model and an n lgn model.
! To state the theoretical ! increase in execution time as a function of the number of values sorted.
! To report whether or not the data confirms the theory.
! To recommend the best of the five sort algorithms analyzed.
! To answer any other interesting questions about the data that may arise from your analysis.

2. Structure of the paper
The paper must be typeset in LATEX, use single-column format with 1.5 line spacing, and be organized into
the following sections.
Abstract
In one short paragraph, describe the purpose of your paper and your conclusions in general.
1. Introduction
Explain the course assignment. Explain in the last paragraph what each following section describes.
2. Method
Describe the performance metric issues.
2.1 Sort algorithms
Describe the characteristics of each sort.
2.2 Data collection
Describe the OO design pattern used to take the data. Describe the computer runs that took the data.
2.3 Analysis
Define mathematically the RSE and explain how it is used to determine the asymptotic run time. Explain
how to determine the best sort.
3. Results
Include the following subsections with appropriate plots and/or tables.
3.1 Raw data
Show the raw data in table form and graphically and discuss any interesting overall features of it.
3.2 Insertion sort
Analyze the insertion sort.
3.3 Selection sort
Analyze the selection sort.
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Requirement

Analyze your data using R with RStudio.

See:

• Setup for RStudio
• Data management in RStudio
• Plotting raw data in RStudio
• Curve fitting in RStudio
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Curve fitting in RStudio

Question

Is a plot of a performance metric vs. n

or is it
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Curve fitting in RStudio

Answer

Calculate the minimum residual standard error (RSE)
for each possibility

Curve fitting in RStudio CoSc 320, Data Structures

! (Intercept) corresponds to coefficient C in y = Ax2 +Bx+C,
! poly(dataFrame[, indepVarName], 2)1 corresponds to coefficient B, and
! poly(dataFrame[, indepVarName], 2)2 corresponds to coefficient A.

Hence, the best quadratic fit is y = 2717821x2 +10189475x+3163483.
There are seven degrees of freedom, because there are three coefficients, A, B, and C, ten data points, and
10!3 = 7. The residual standard error (RSE) is 72,850 in this computation and is defined in general as

RSE =

!
!(yi ! ŷi)2

d. f .

where the sum is over all the data points, yi is the y value of an individual data point, ŷi is the y value of the
point on the curve whose x value is the same as the x value of yi, and d. f . is the degrees of freedom. For the
data with this experiment, you should always verify that you have three coefficients in the coefficient table,
ten data points, and seven degrees of freedom.
Here is a selection of the summary for the n lgn fit from the run with the above fictitious data.

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value

(Intercept) 825279.22 200954.84 4.107
dataFrame[, indepVarName] -9234.41 831.73 -11.103
dataFrame[, indepVarName]:log(dataFrame[, indepVarName]) 1211.48 93.54 12.952

Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 0.00453 **
dataFrame[, indepVarName] 1.07e-05 ***
dataFrame[, indepVarName]:log(dataFrame[, indepVarName]) 3.80e-06 ***
---
Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Residual standard error: 206100 on 7 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.9973,Adjusted R-squared: 0.9966
F-statistic: 1306 on 2 and 7 DF, p-value: 9.875e-10

In the Coefficients table,

! (Intercept) corresponds to coefficient C in y = An logn+Bn+C,
! dataFrame[, indepVarName] corresponds to coefficient B, and
! dataFrame[, indepVarName]:log(dataFrame[, indepVarName]) corresponds to coeffi-

cient A.

Hence, the best n lgn fit is y = 1211.48n logn!9234.41n+825279.22.
As with the quadratic curve fit, there are seven degrees of freedom, because there are three coefficients, A, B,
and C, ten data points, and 10!3 = 7. The RSE is 206,100. Because the RSE for the quadratic fit is 72,850,
and 72,850 is less than 206,100, the data show that the number of element comparisons as a function of the
data count in the insert sort algorithm is quadratic as opposed to n lgn.

4. To save the plot:
The dp4dsFit() function produces a plot of the data together with two curves, the least squares fit of a
quadratic equation in red the least squares fit of an n lgn equation in blue. The following figure is produced
by the above call to dp4dsFit().
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Curve fitting in RStudio

Example of a linear fit:

The equation for a line is

y = Ax + B

So, adjust A and B to minimize the RSE.
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Curve fitting in RStudio CoSc 320, Data Structures

! (Intercept) corresponds to coefficient C in y = Ax2 +Bx+C,
! poly(dataFrame[, indepVarName], 2)1 corresponds to coefficient B, and
! poly(dataFrame[, indepVarName], 2)2 corresponds to coefficient A.

Hence, the best quadratic fit is y = 2717821x2 +10189475x+3163483.
There are seven degrees of freedom, because there are three coefficients, A, B, and C, ten data points, and
10!3 = 7. The residual standard error (RSE) is 72,850 in this computation and is defined in general as

RSE =

!
!(yi ! ŷi)2

d. f .

where the sum is over all the data points, yi is the y value of an individual data point, ŷi is the y value of the
point on the curve whose x value is the same as the x value of yi, and d. f . is the degrees of freedom. For the
data with this experiment, you should always verify that you have three coefficients in the coefficient table,
ten data points, and seven degrees of freedom.
Here is a selection of the summary for the n lgn fit from the run with the above fictitious data.
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Residual standard error: 206100 on 7 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.9973,Adjusted R-squared: 0.9966
F-statistic: 1306 on 2 and 7 DF, p-value: 9.875e-10

In the Coefficients table,

! (Intercept) corresponds to coefficient C in y = An logn+Bn+C,
! dataFrame[, indepVarName] corresponds to coefficient B, and
! dataFrame[, indepVarName]:log(dataFrame[, indepVarName]) corresponds to coeffi-

cient A.

Hence, the best n lgn fit is y = 1211.48n logn!9234.41n+825279.22.
As with the quadratic curve fit, there are seven degrees of freedom, because there are three coefficients, A, B,
and C, ten data points, and 10!3 = 7. The RSE is 206,100. Because the RSE for the quadratic fit is 72,850,
and 72,850 is less than 206,100, the data show that the number of element comparisons as a function of the
data count in the insert sort algorithm is quadratic as opposed to n lgn.

4. To save the plot:
The dp4dsFit() function produces a plot of the data together with two curves, the least squares fit of a
quadratic equation in red the least squares fit of an n lgn equation in blue. The following figure is produced
by the above call to dp4dsFit().
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Curve fitting in RStudio CoSc 320, Data Structures

! (Intercept) corresponds to coefficient C in y = Ax2 +Bx+C,
! poly(dataFrame[, indepVarName], 2)1 corresponds to coefficient B, and
! poly(dataFrame[, indepVarName], 2)2 corresponds to coefficient A.

Hence, the best quadratic fit is y = 2717821x2 +10189475x+3163483.
There are seven degrees of freedom, because there are three coefficients, A, B, and C, ten data points, and
10!3 = 7. The residual standard error (RSE) is 72,850 in this computation and is defined in general as

RSE =
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!(yi ! ŷi)2

d. f .

where the sum is over all the data points, yi is the y value of an individual data point, ŷi is the y value of the
point on the curve whose x value is the same as the x value of yi, and d. f . is the degrees of freedom. For the
data with this experiment, you should always verify that you have three coefficients in the coefficient table,
ten data points, and seven degrees of freedom.
Here is a selection of the summary for the n lgn fit from the run with the above fictitious data.
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---
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Residual standard error: 206100 on 7 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.9973,Adjusted R-squared: 0.9966
F-statistic: 1306 on 2 and 7 DF, p-value: 9.875e-10

In the Coefficients table,

! (Intercept) corresponds to coefficient C in y = An logn+Bn+C,
! dataFrame[, indepVarName] corresponds to coefficient B, and
! dataFrame[, indepVarName]:log(dataFrame[, indepVarName]) corresponds to coeffi-

cient A.

Hence, the best n lgn fit is y = 1211.48n logn!9234.41n+825279.22.
As with the quadratic curve fit, there are seven degrees of freedom, because there are three coefficients, A, B,
and C, ten data points, and 10!3 = 7. The RSE is 206,100. Because the RSE for the quadratic fit is 72,850,
and 72,850 is less than 206,100, the data show that the number of element comparisons as a function of the
data count in the insert sort algorithm is quadratic as opposed to n lgn.

4. To save the plot:
The dp4dsFit() function produces a plot of the data together with two curves, the least squares fit of a
quadratic equation in red the least squares fit of an n lgn equation in blue. The following figure is produced
by the above call to dp4dsFit().
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d.f. is degrees of freedom
= (number of data points) – (number of coefficients)
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Curve fitting in RStudio

For a line, adjust A and B in

y = Ax + B

to minimize the RSE.
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Curve fitting in RStudio

Compute RSE for two possibilities:

Curve fitting in RStudio CoSc 320, Data Structures

Following are instructions on how to use R to perform a statistical curve fit of experimental data. It assumes
you have installed R and RStudio as described in the document “Setup for RStudio”. See the document “Data
management in RStudio” for how to manage your data.

In this project you have performance data consisting of execution counts as a function of data counts. You also
have a body of computer science theory that predicts some of the performance data should follow a quadratic
curve, i.e. y = Ax2 + Bx +C, and some should follow an n lgn curve, i.e. y = An lgn + Bn +C. Each of these
curves has three coefficients, A, B, and C.

To determine whether a set of data more closely matches a quadratic curve or an n lgn curve, you perform a sta-
tistical computation called a curve fit to the data. With a curve fit, you specify the equation and a set of data.
The computation adjusts the values of the coefficients so that the curve matches the data as close as possible. It
also computes a residual standard error (RSE) that is a measure of how far off the best fit is. Hence, to determine
whether a data set more closely matches a quadratic or an n lgn curve you must do two curve fits for the data —
one for the quadratic equation and one for the logarithmic equation and record the RSE for each. The curve fit
that has the smaller RSE is the one that more closely matches the data.

One of the questions you must address in your paper is whether the experimental data matches the theory. If
theory predicts that the data should be quadratic, and if the RSE for the quadratic fit is smaller than the RSE for
the logarithmic fit, then the data matches the theory. Otherwise, it does not.

1. To install the dp4ds functions:
Several functions written in the R language are provided for this project. The source code is contained in the
file dp4dsFunctions.R, which you should download from our course web page into your SortProject
directory.

http://www.cslab.pepperdine.edu/warford/cosc320/dp4dsFunctions.R

In RStudio, open the file in the text editor and click the Source button on the top right of the pane.

The functions from the source file will be installed in your environment. You can see them listed in the
environment tab.

2. To run the curve fit:
Suppose your data frame is called compData and you have an independent variable named NumSorted and
a dependent variable named InsertComp.
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Curve fitting in RStudio

Example: Quadratic fit

Curve fitting in RStudio CoSc 320, Data Structures

> compData
NumSorted InsertComp SelectComp HeapComp MergeComp QuickComp

1 500 63597 899999 799999 699999 599999
2 1000 254362 8444444 7444444 6444444 5444444
3 1500 554589 8888888 7888888 6888888 5888888
4 2000 1003667 81111111 71111111 61111111 51111111
5 2500 1606133 82222222 72222222 62222222 52222222
6 3000 2272433 83333333 73333333 63333333 53333333
7 3500 3083553 84444444 74444444 64444444 54444444
8 4000 3997696 85555555 75555555 65555555 55555555
9 4500 5066599 86666666 76666666 66666666 56666666
10 5000 6349081 87777777 77777777 67777777 57777777
11 5500 7670586 88888888 78888888 68888888 58888888
12 6000 9080159 89999999 79999999 69999999 59999999

The curve fit function dp4dsFit() has five parameters:

! A data frame.
! The name of the independent (x) variable enclosed in quotes.
! The name of the dependent (y) variable enclosed in quotes.
! The label for the x-axis.
! The label for the y-axis.

For example, to do a curve fit with the above data frame, enter the following on the RStudio command line.
Do not enter the +. It is the R command line continuation prompt.

> dp4dsFit(compData, ”NumSorted”, ”InsertComp”,
+ ”Number sorted”, ”Insert sort: Number of comparisons”)

The function does a quadratic fit followed by an n lgn fit and prints a summary of the results to the console.

3. To interpret the curve fit
Here is a selection of the summary for the quadratic fit from the run with the above data.

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)

(Intercept) 3416871 8122 420.71 < 2e-16 ***
poly(dataFrame[, indepVarName], 2)1 9817068 28134 348.93 < 2e-16 ***
poly(dataFrame[, indepVarName], 2)2 2324549 28134 82.62 2.82e-14 ***
---
Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Residual standard error: 28130 on 9 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.9999,Adjusted R-squared: 0.9999
F-statistic: 6.429e+04 on 2 and 9 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16

In the Coefficients table,

2
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Curve fitting in RStudio

Example: n lg n fit

Curve fitting in RStudio CoSc 320, Data Structures

! (Intercept) corresponds to coefficient C in y = Ax2 +Bx+C,
! poly(dataFrame[, indepVarName], 2)1 corresponds to coefficient B, and
! poly(dataFrame[, indepVarName], 2)2 corresponds to coefficient A.

Hence, the best quadratic fit is y = 2324549x2 +9817068x+3416871.
There are nine degrees of freedom, because there are three coefficients, A, B, and C, 12 data points, and
12!3 = 9. The residual standard error (RSE) is 28,130 in this computation and is defined in general as

RSE =

!
!(yi ! ŷi)2

d. f .

where the sum is over all the data points, yi is the y value of an individual data point, ŷi is the y value of the
point on the curve whose x value is the same as the x value of yi, and d. f . is the degrees of freedom. For the
data with this experiment, you should always verify that you have three coefficients in the coefficient table,
12 data points, and nine degrees of freedom.
Here is a selection of the summary for the n lgn fit from the run with the above data.

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value

(Intercept) 1327296.56 241061.68 5.506
dataFrame[, indepVarName] -10547.80 831.28 -12.689
dataFrame[, indepVarName]:log(dataFrame[, indepVarName]) 1357.47 92.53 14.671

Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 0.000377 ***
dataFrame[, indepVarName] 4.78e-07 ***
dataFrame[, indepVarName]:log(dataFrame[, indepVarName]) 1.37e-07 ***
---
Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Residual standard error: 155300 on 9 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.9979,Adjusted R-squared: 0.9974
F-statistic: 2105 on 2 and 9 DF, p-value: 9.571e-13

In the Coefficients table,

! (Intercept) corresponds to coefficient C in y = An logn+Bn+C,
! dataFrame[, indepVarName] corresponds to coefficient B, and
! dataFrame[, indepVarName]:log(dataFrame[, indepVarName]) corresponds to coeffi-

cient A.

Hence, the best n lgn fit is y = 1357.47n logn!10547.80n+1327296.56.
As with the quadratic curve fit, there are nine degrees of freedom, because there are three coefficients, A, B,
and C, 12 data points, and 12!3 = 9. The RSE is 155,300. Because the RSE for the quadratic fit is 28,130,
and 28,130 is less than 155,300, the data show that the number of element comparisons as a function of the
data count in the insert sort algorithm is quadratic as opposed to n lgn.

4. To save the plot
The dp4dsFit() function produces a plot of the data together with two curves, the least squares fit of a
quadratic equation in red the least squares fit of an n lgn equation in blue. The following figure is produced
by the above call to dp4dsFit().

3
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Curve fitting in RStudio

Compare

28,130 (quadratic) < 155,300 (n lg n)

Conclusion:

The performance is quadratic.
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Curve fitting in RStudioCurve fitting in RStudio CoSc 320, Data Structures
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With the Plot tab selected and the plot showing in the pane, click Export! Save as PDF… . A useful feature
is the ability to set a custom size for the plot in the PDF size field. This feature will scale the plot without
distorting the text. You can also scale the PDF document in LaTeX when you include the graphic, but the
LaTeX feature scales the complete figure including the text in the image.
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Requirement

Write your paper using LaTeX.

See:

• Setup for LaTeX
• The Not So Short Introduction to LaTeX2e
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Demo LaTeX in Overleaf
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IMPORTANT LaTeX Guideline

Click Typeset (Recompile) button OFTEN!
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Figure 1. Number of array element comparisons.
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Figure 2. Number of array element assignments.
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Grading rubric
100 homework points

Sort paper CoSc 320, Data Structures

3.4 Heap sort
Analyze the heap sort.
3.5 Merge sort
Analyze the merge sort.
3.6 Quick sort
Analyze the quick sort.
3.6 Sort comparisons
Analyze which sort is best.
4. Conclusions
One paragraph of the conclusions from your experiment. This section is a summary of your results section
with specific conclusions. It differs from the abstract, which summarizes the conclusions in general.

3. Grading rubric
The final paper will count for 100 points toward your homework score. It will be graded according to the
following rubric.

! 5 points: Form, LaTeX layout.
! 15 points: Grammar, punctuation, style.
! 5 points: Abstract.
! 5 points: Introduction.
! 20 points: Method.
! 40 points: Results.
! 5 points: Conclusion.
! 5 points: References.

The most important part of the evaluation is the quality and completeness of the Results section. This paper
is open-ended, and it is your decision how to analyze the data based on the performance metrics that are
available. There will probably be some unexpected results from your investigation. You should explain your
results based on your understanding of the methods.
Following are some style guidelines to which your paper must adhere. Included are some excerpts from this
sample research paper to give you an idea of the organization and style of English to use in your paper.
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Abstract

The SGI Origin 2000 is designed to support a wide range of ap-
plications and has low local and remote memory latencies. How-
ever, it often has a high ratio of remote to local misses. In this
paper, we evaluate the Origin 2000 performance with communi-
cation intensive applications. We use detailed execution-driven
simulation of six shared-memory applications. This paper eval-
uates a base, Origin 2000-like system and three derived systems
that incorporate techniques to reduce the communication cost by
lowering the ratio of remotemisses. We show that the performance
of these applications is generally improved when the local bus is
used in the snoopy mode, the number of processors per node is
increased, the processors use the Illinois cache coherence proto-
col, or when adding a snoopy cache to retain remote data within
each node. Illinois protocol and the interconnect cache reduce the
average remote miss ratio by 16% and 21%, respectively.

1. Introduction
The SGI Origin 2000 is designed to achieve low remote la-

tency [11]. However, it often has a high ratio of remote to local
misses, consequently its average latency and internode traffic are
high [2]. The main causes of the Origin 2000’s frequent remote
misses are:

1. Each node contains only two processors, thus the shared data
is often spread over a large number of nodes.

2. The processor does not snoop the requests of the other lo-
cal processor, thus remote traffic is generated even when one
processor can satisfy its neighbor’s request.

3. No interconnect cache is used for caching remote data that
is referenced by the local processors, thus remote traffic is
generated whenever a processor requests a remote line, even
when this line has recently been requested by the other local
processor.

However, there are no magic solutions for these weaknesses.
Although increasing the number of processors per node would in-
crease the possibility of finding shared data in the local memory,
the local bus will be more heavily utilized and contention may
increase the memory latency; allowing processors to snoop the re-
quests of other processors decreases remote traffic, but the snoop-
ing overhead may affect the processor performance; and incor-
porating an interconnect cache, as in the Convex SPP1000, may
increase the remote latency [6, 2].
In this paper, we evaluate four Origin 2000-like systems that

address these design trade-offs using execution-driven simulation

This research was funded in part by the National Science Foundation

under Grant No. ACI–9619020.

of six applications. Section 2 reviews the communication cost in
these systems; Section 3 expands on these design trade-offs and
introduces the four evaluated systems; Section 4 describes the ex-
perimental setup and the applications used; Section 5 provides a
preliminary evaluation to investigate the design spaces of cache
size, number of processors, number of memory banks, and pro-
cessor model; Section 6 evaluates the execution time and traffic of
the four systems; and Section 7 presents the conclusions.

2. Communication Cost
In this section, we review communication patterns in cache-

coherent non-uniform memory access (CC-NUMA) systems to
identify their costs and explore opportunities for reducing these
costs. This review discusses these issues in the context of a co-
herence protocol similar to that of the Origin 2000. The level of
detail of the protocol description in this paper is sufficient for our
purposes; a more detailed description is presented in [7].
CC-NUMA systems are shared-memory parallel processors

that interconnect nodes which contain processors and memory. In
CC-NUMA systems, processors communicate through accessing
shared data. The coherenceprotocol ensures that when a processor
accesses a shared memory location, it will get the most up-to-date
data value. In order to exploit spatial locality, the coherence pro-
tocol usually transfers one complete line whenever a cache miss
occurs. True communication occurs when multiple processors ac-
cess a shared location; false communication occurs when multiple
processors access different locations that happen to be in one line.
Each node has a coherencecontroller that performs the coherence
protocol and uses a specializedmemory, called a directory, to keep
track of the status of the local memory lines.
Communication occurs in various patterns. The cost of intern-

ode (remote) communication is usually high. Remote communi-
cation is possible for lines that have a local home as well as those
with a remote home. The main remote communication patterns
when accessing local lines are:

RAW (read-after-write): Load miss for a line that is dirty in
some remote node. The local directory is checked, which
points to the dirty node. The local coherence controller then
generates a recall signal to the dirty node. The dirty node
then replies with a data response to the requesting processor.
The recall and data response signals (the arcs in Figure 1a)
are remote signals.

WAR (write-after-read): Store miss for a line that is shared in
one or more remote nodes. The local directory is checked,
which points to the reader nodes. The local coherence con-
troller sends a copy to the requester (if the requester does not
already have one), and generates invalidation signals to the
readers. After receiving acknowledgments for the invalida-
tion signals, the requester performs the store (Figure 1b).
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